Every genus classgroup is isomorphic to a locally free classgroup of some order of endomorphisms. We make heavy use of this for a considerable simplification of proofs. This fact however is almost irrelevant for applications.
The Hom description of the classgroup is naturally forced on us by the prospective applications, relating modules to arithmetic character invariants. As already in the locally free case this Hom language is also the most convenient for the formulation of functorial properties, e.g. on change of genus. We shall come back to this problem in a subsequent paper.
As usual the symbols N,Z,Q stand for the natural numbers, the integers and the rational numbers. R* is the multiplicative group of invertible elements of a ring R. These object are to satisfy the following axioms.
Write for the Grothendieck group of ,C, i.e. the universal object for homomorphims .c --+ Abelian groups. The rank map r extends to a homomorphism /Co(~C) 2013~ Z, whose kernel we denote by Write ~C for the image of ,C in /(,0(£), and z -x for the map ~C 2013~.
Proof : The hypothesis is x + z = y -~ z for some z E ,C. But We shall lead up to the "action" of on ,C (~) . Let Going over to determinants, as above, the operation of 3 will also respect stable isomorphism. Indeed, let M, M' E G"' , 
